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HEP (High Energy Physics) ?
Who are our users?
~50.000 users (HEP scientists)
~2 searches/sec
+ 2500 papers/year from experimentalists
+ 20000 papers/year from theorists





SPIRES becomes first 
website in the US
2007 2010 2011
CERN, SLAC, Fermilab 
and DESY form the 
INSPIRE collaboration
Launch of INSPIRE 
beta site
Launch of INSPIRE 
production site
Why did we move from SPIRES to Invenio ?
































information to the 
user
Curation
● Curated metadata for over 40 years
● Curation job is distributed in 4 labs












information to the 
user
With a focus on author information
http://inspireheptest.cern.ch/author/profile/S.Mele.1
bibauthorid: algorithm able to disambiguate author names
webauthorprofile: presents the information to the users
Reaching the limits of the current framework
and don’t want to go back to...

So it is time to move to Invenio 2.0
https://github.com/inveniosoftware/invenio/tree/next
In order to have





We have started using the new deposit module
https://inspirelabstest.cern.ch/deposit/literature/
10.1016/j.physletb.2012.11.073
And plan on using it for future corrections...
Better curation/back office tools
Better curation/back office tools
New workflows module
● Allows interaction with workflow objects for curators (i.e. accept/reject 
records)




Will allow us to move away from the 90s
INSPIRE + Invenio 2.0 = INSPIRE Labs
(coming up in the next months)
http://inspirelabstest.cern.ch

